Abstract -A detailed investigation of the near electric field distributions in electromagnetic circuits such as microstrip/coplanar circuits and patch antennas is very useful for physical understanding, studies of electromagnetic coupling effects for EMC and EMI and for optimization of electromagnetic circuit designs. The aim of this paper is to show how to simulate and measure the near electric field distributions in microstrip/coplanar circuits and patch antennas. The full-wave analysis is carried out by using a finite-difference time domain technique, commercial-software Sonnet10.2 and its measurement is carried out by using a very small probe antenna. The leakage phenomenon which is not obtained by the simulation using a conventional FD-TD is observed by measurement of near electric field distributions of resonance modes of microstrip/coplanar resonator and patch antennas. It is considered that this leakage-phenomenon is caused by the electromagnetic coupling between the resonance mode of microstrip resonator and the surface wave TM 0 mode of covered dielectric slab that propagates from DC. The proposed measurement system offers a valid means for predictions in the theoretical analysis of more complicated discontinuity problems. Thus, the proposed measurement system offers a valid means for predictions in the theoretical analysis of more complicated discontinuity problems.
Introduction
The popularization of mobile communications and rise in the operation clock frequencies of computers, the rapid development of various electromagnetic (EM) circuits in high frequency ranges, has made the rigorous analysis of these circuits increasingly important [1] . Especially, the unwanted radiation problem from the high frequency printed circuit is one of the troublesome problems, though simulation techniques have been developed and predicted various properties of EM circuits. The 3D full-wave analysis for the EM circuits has been carried out by the FD-TD techniques. However, enormous computation time and large memory are required even for a simple model. Thus, it is considered that a detailed investigation of EM field distributions, in addition to the input/output frequency characteristics of EM circuits, is useful not only for the optimization and adjustment of the EM circuits, but also for predictions in the theoretical analysis of more complicated discontinuity problems, for studies of electromagnetic coupling effects of EMI / EMC, etc. Recently, for measurement of two-dimensional field distributions in MMIC fabricated on GaAs and LiTaO 3 substrates, new contactless test techniques using electro-optic probe based on the Pockels effect have been reported. But, such techniques are applicable only for special substrates and require a complex measurement system [2, 3] . In this paper, we will explain how to simulate and measure the EM field distributions in microstrip/coplanar circuits and antennas. The numerical computation is based on the finite difference time domain technique in time domain and Sonnet 10.52 simulator for comparison. The measurement technique itself is based on the small electric probe measurement system controlled by microcomputer and complicated measurement system is not required.
II. Numerical Analysis using FDTD method and Measurement system using small probe antenna in microstrip/coplanar circuits and antenna A. Basic relations for FDTD method [3, 4] First, let us briefly explain the derivation of the basic relations for analyzing the microstrip-line circuits treated here. The FDTD method is a three dimensional central difference approximation for Maxwell's curl equations, both in space and time. The simulation region must be divided into "Yee Cells". In the Cartesian coordinate system, each "Yee Cells" contains six field components, Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy and Hz. These equations are expressed in a linearized form by means of central finite differentiation and are expressed as follows:
where E n and H n are the electric and magnetic fields at the time step on n, and ε,µ and ∆t are the permittivity, permeability, and time step, respectively. The following incident pulse wave is used: (1) Gaussian pulse wave in the case of computing frequency characteristics:
(2) Continuous wave in the case of computing frequency dependent EM field distributions: 
field applied to right under central conductor line width. The incident wave of the coplanar waveguide is excited by imposing the Ey component between center strip and ground metallization. The absorbing boundary applied Mur-ABC (the secondary absorbing boundary) on cell size (∆x× ∆y× ∆z) using the standard and uniform cell. B. Measurement system Setup Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the setup for measuring the EM field distributions in the microstrip-line circuits. As described above, since the field component Ex(y, z) is vertical to dielectric sheet, we set a small probe antenna upright over the dielectric sheet. The measurements are carried out by sliding the electric probe antenna over the y-z plane of the dielectric sheet, keeping it at a constant height. This small electric probe-antenna is mounted on a movable rack mechanism that maintains a constant spacing between the probe tips and dielectric sheet even when the probe moves over the y-z plane (constant height of 0.4mm). The computer-controlled stepping motor is used and the EM fields are sampled using a 12bit A/D converter and stored in memory (Scanning minimum steps of 0.1 mm in the y-and z-directions were employed, and hence, 10000 field values were sampled in each measurement per cycle).
III. Numerical and Experimental Results (A) EM Field Distributions of 50Ω straight MS-line
In the first example, frequency dependent electric field distributions in 50Ω microstrip transmission line are measured by the small coaxial type electric probe and calculated by FDTD technique. Based on the normal electric field measurements of the MSL, the limit of application for this measuring system was investigated (the minimum spatial resolution, sensitivity to the input power and upper limit of the operating frequency). The cell-size in the space is ∆x=0.0635, ∆y=0.14, ∆z=0.06 [mm] , and the time step is ∆t=0.13 [ps] . Fig.2 shows the measured and calculated normal electric field distributions over a cross section of a microstrip line at 3, 8, 15 and 20GHz. Then the microstrip transmission line is excited with 10 dBm input power. The output probe signal is measured using the coaxial-type electric probe. The probe signal is linearly proportional to the input power of the microstrip line. It can be seen that the agreement between the measured and calculated results is good near the center conductor, but the measured value is larger than the calculated results on the dielectric substrate area. It is considered that the coaxial probe has detected the tangential electric field component in addition to the normal electric field component at the same time. Therefore, a little measurement errors will be occurred. The upper limit of the operating frequency is over 18 [GHz] and the minimum input power is -4dBm for the fixed height distance of 0.4 mm between probe tip and strip conductor.
(B) Electric field distributions of half-wavelength long and loop type microstrip-Line resonator As shown in Fig.3 (a) , the Yee cell size along the x, y and z are ∆x=0.0635, ∆y=0.07, ∆z=0.07 [mm] . The dimensions of FDTD cells is 40 × 128 × 384 cells. Figures 3 show the 2D electric field distributions Ex obtained by simulation and measurement of resonant modes in the MSL λ g /2 long resonator. This resonator has the resonance characteristics at the frequency of f=3.55, f=7.0 and f=10.35 GHz. Figures 3(c) plot the calculated electric field profile of the MSL resonator and plot the measured results by sliding the coaxial probe on the dielectric sheet, keeping it at a constant height 0.4 mm. It is observed that the surface-wave TM 0 mode is overlapped in the resonant mode of the MSL λ g /2 long resonator. The leakage of the electric field from the strip conductor to the outside is observed at over f=7.0 GHz. As also shown in Fig.4 , the squaretype loop resonator has the resonant mode at f=2.7 GHz and f=5.12 GHz. At f=2.7 GHz, the leakage field from the loop circuit to the outside is very small and at f=5.12 GHz, the leakage of the electric field to the outside increases. Especially, it is observed to leak from four corners of the square loop. Thus, good agreement has been obtained between FDTD analyzed and measured results of the field distributions of resonant modes.
(C) Electric Field of CPW long and loop resonator As shown in Fig.5 , the CPW long and loop resonator have been fabricated and tested. We show the measured electric field distributions of the λ g /2 long-and loop resonator for the CPW structure. It is constructed on a RT-Duriod substrate with ε s =10.5 and with a thickness of h=0.635mm. The center conductor width is 1.24mm and the slot width is 0.38mm. Fig.5 shows the magnitude of the normal electric-field distributions of the CPW terminated with a 50Ω load measured at a height of 0.4mm above the substrate. Compared to the conventional microstrip line structure, the normal electric field peak is at the center conductor and MINIMUM values are across the slot between the center strip conductor and ground plane.
((D) Near Electric Field in Microstrip/Coplanar Patch Antenna As shown in Fig. 6 , this antenna consists of a patch surrounded by closely spaced ground conductor on a dielectric substrate with back ground conductor, and is then suitable to coplanar waveguide fed structure. The Slot antenna fed by coplanar waveguide (CPW) is useful to directly connect to an active device such as a photodetector in a radio-over-fiber system, where the device has a CPW output structure and then requires the same feeding structure of antenna for integration [7] . The structure was first introduced by J. W. Greiser back to 1976 [8] . This antenna was considered as a loop slot antenna up to recent years, however, since it looks very similar to the loop slot antenna which usually has no back ground conductor. It was clarified that the antenna behaves more like a microstrip patch antenna rather than a loop slot antenna, based on our electromagnetic field simulations of the structure and near electric field measurements on the antenna. Particularly, the resonant frequency of the antenna is primarily determined by the patch length (L) of about a half guided wavelength instead of the total loop size. Electromagnetic simulation also demonstrated the similar distribution of the electric fields around the slots as the distribution around the microstrip patch edges. Similar tendency of the input impedance versus the length (L) of the patch in Fig. 6(a) has been also observed. Moreover, the input impedance matching is enabled by only adjusting the width (W) of the patch. These simulation results lead us to consider the antenna shown in Fig. 6 (a) not as a loop slot antenna but as a patch antenna. We furthermore introduced a new concept of "coplanar patch antenna (CPA) ", in order to exploit techniques well developed for the microstrip patch antennas by using the similarities between the CPA and microstrip patch antennas. CPA antenna pattern for field measurement was fabricated by using a wet etching process. Antenna dimensions were the same as these for simulation. Less than 50 micrometer tolerance in dimension might be introduced during the fabrication process. Reflection coefficient S 11 was measured on a vector network analyzer (8361A) and shown in Fig.6 (b) , where one can see a good agreement between the two results. The antenna has a bandwidth of 3.4% at -10 dB return loss, which is comparable to that of the microstrip patch antenna. The field measurement of the CPA-antenna was carried out by using a small coaxial-probe system described above. The measured results are shown in Fig.6 (b) and (c). All sizes of the measured CPA antenna have a size of 40 mm (W) x 40 mm (L). Fig. 6(c) shows the field distribution in the antenna surface at height 0.5 mm from the surface. One can see that the measured field on the both sides of the horizontal (in x-direction) slots exhibits strong distribution, while the field across the horizontal slots is close to zero. The field distribution along the horizontal slots varies but no vanished points. This fact indicates that there are strong fields Ey across the horizontal slots and the Ey has no change into out phase along these relatively long slots (longer than one half guided wavelength), agreeing well with the simulation results, though the measured distribution is not so uniform as the simulated one. Weak distribution along the horizontal central area on the patch can be also observed. This proves that the dominant operation mode in a coplanar patch antenna is a similar mode as that of the microstrip patch, agreeing well again with the simulation results and confirming the concept of the CPA. The relatively large field distribution around the corners is due to the natural concentration of the currents at the corners. A 3-dimensional view of the field Ez and its contour lines are shown in Fig.6(c)-(d) . This experiment on the field distribution provides clear evidence that the proposed CPA is not a loop slot antenna but a patch-like antenna.
In addition, in order to clarify the working mechanism of CPA antenna as the last example, the microstrip patch antenna with an inset fed from its radiating edge is considered. The spurious mode that corresponded to an unnecessary response of the frequency characteristics was able to be specified by investigating the patch antennas. Fig.7 (a) shows the Microstrip inset-Fed Patch Antenna without upper ground conductor in Fig.6 (a) . The Yee cell size is ∆x=0.0127 mm, ∆y=0.04 mm, and ∆z=0.025mm. The dimensions of the antenna are as following: L=31mm, W=10.5mm, input line width 1.6 mm. Fig. 7 plots FDTD simulations, Moment method and measurement results of the input return loss. The FDTD simulation is a minimum return loss level of -22dB at 10.0 GHz, while the experimental result is -20dB at 10.0 GHz. The difference in resonant frequency is less than 1%. As can be seen, the results are in good agreement with each other. And the discrepancies increase slightly at the higher frequency region. This shows the steady-state profile of the vertical electric field component at the resonant frequency of 10.0 GHz. It clearly shows that the field intensity is maximal at the two radiating edges and the electric field has a null at the center of the patch antenna along its resonant length as expected. The far-field radiation patterns of the patch antenna are plotted in Fig. 7(c) . This is calculated by using the near field to farfield transformation technique. In my calculation, the antenna ground plane is assumed to be infinite. The radiation patterns indicated a front-to back ratio of about 25dB.
IV. Conclusion A method for calculating and measuring the electric field distributions in microwave planar circuits such as microstrip line and CPW was given by using FDTD technique and electric field measurement system. (1) It was found that the leakage electric field to the outside of strip conductor is occurred in the frequency band of f=5GHz.
(2) The least spatial resolution in the measurement is 0.1mm and the upper limit of the operating frequency is over 18 [GHz] and the input level is -4dBm. (3) The proposed measurement system offers a valid means for predictions in the theoretical analysis of arbitrary-shaped planar circuits and complicated measurement system is not required. In the future, the method of analysis and measurement proposed here will be also applied to VLSI, MMICs, various planar circuit structures such as CPW, slotted line and those composite circuits, the electromagnetic coupling problems for EMI/EMC etc. 
